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NOTE ON A SEPULCHRAL MONUMENT
FROM PALMYRA

By Professor William Wright LL D

The accompanying photographs are taken from a
monument recently sent home to England by Mr Henderson
from Palmyra and now deposited in the British Museum
It is sepulchral and the inscription on the left side of the
figure merely gives the name of the deceased in three
lines

N mm 1 YarUbole
O the son of Rab el

hlT WzhxP Shalme Ebl

In the absence of a positive date we cannot be very far
wrong in ascribing this monument to circa A D 200

The name of Yarhibole for Yarhibolai see Noeldeke in
Z d D M G xxiv p 90 is not uncommon We find it for
example in De Vogue s Syne Centrale Inscriptions Semitiques
p 6 no 2 and p 74 no 124 where read N ttJl N Hm
written precisely as here and again at p 53 no 73 in the
fuller form n tOTH 1 The corresponding Greek texts
exhibit the genitive case JaptyScoXeou at p 5 no 2 and
p 74 no 124 It is derived from the name of the lunar
deity Yarhibol op cit p 17 no 15 tfrhtt am 1 in the
corresponding Greek Oeov IaptfimXov and p 63 The name
of the father Nll Rab el great is El is a compound
of the same class as Nltt good is El Isaiah vii 6
Ezra iv 7 and fc lT El liveth which occurs not only
in the later historical books of the Bible but also as Noeldeke
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has pointed out to me in De Vogue op cit p 67 no 99
where N IlD is given by mistake We find hftH in

De Vogue s Nabathean inscription no 7 p 112 as the name
of a king though the editor has preferred the reading NH T
The Greek form is Pd/3r os or c Pa/3tXo whereas the form
PdfifirjXos in Arabic Jjoj Ribbil is according to Noeldeke
Rabbel great is Bel Yet another compound with El is
h W gracious is El which we find in De Voglie p 122
no 10 and probably also at p 62 no 93 instead of fcWT
see Noeldeke in Z d D M G xxiv p 88 The pronunciation
of the name Shalmcl or perhaps rather Shalme see Noeldeke
Z d D M Gr xxiv p 90 seems fixed by the Greek equivalent
XdXju,r f or aX/i in De Vogiie p 27 no 27 The whole
name Rab el Shalme is an example of a class of compounds
which appear to be very frequent e g ti pN Wpft op cit
p 40 no 36a ffUM rhb ibid DTlM vho P 53,no 73

Q2N aVto in the inscription published at Rome by Fabiani
The second element is a sort of surname or nickname as
clearly appears from De Vogiie p 41 no 36/ 11 ll D 1
ti pN NlpnO H WpD in Greek la Xt os Moiceifiov tov
cat Aiaccikelaov Of the word or formula h tl I have already
treated in the Transactions of this Society Vol VI part 2
pp 439 440 The view that it is an interjection h l mean
ing alas is maintained both by Professor Chwolson of St
Petersburg in the Melanges Asiatiques t vii p 437 and by
Professor Enrico Fabiani in the Bidlett della Comm Archeol
Comuncde di Roma for 1878 at p 8 of the tirage a part

The monument with which Professor Chwolson deals
came also from Palmyra and is interesting to us as repre
senting the full length figures of two children with a
double inscription Below is the date of the erection of
the stone

rmn vevhs ry i rm pa nra
q is o njh rcinVjm mrbp h

h n pYr a rvtt n
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1 In the month of Kdnun in the year 426 i e A D 115
These are the tivo statues

2 of Olaishd and Bifal tdgd the children of Biinne the son of
Shabbai the son of

3 Bel shfir the son of Hairdn Hbl

Here the word h DTl is in its ordinary position at the end
of the inscription but in the upper one it stands at the
beginning

an mi
VOThyi Bifel tdgd

NttT jn and Olaishd
Q WQ the children of Bunne the son of

Ql Shabbai
On the other hand the stele described by Professor

Fabiani which is in the Museo Capitolino at Rome and was
no doubt found somewhere in Italy possibly at Rome itself
or Pozzuoli presents a curious parallel to that of South
Shields

h i/ m
HABlBI ANNV

BATHI P PAL
MVRENVS V ANlS
XXXII M V D

XXI FECIT HERES
FRATER

that is Diis Manibus Habibi Annubathi filius Palmurenm
vixit annis XXXII mensibus V diebus XXI Fecit heres frater
Below this is the Semitic text in characters of the Hauranitic
type which is closely allied to the Palmyrene

in latin
ro3N sVb

1 The tombstone of HaMbi the son of
2 Malh Annubath Hot
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I may also direct attention to the bilingual monuments of
two Roman soldiers from Palmyra which were discovered
in North Africa and have been explained by Levy in the
Z d D M G xii p 209 and xviii p 109 and to another
bilingual tablet of a somewhat different type in the British
Museum of which the same scholar has given a copy in
Z d D M G xv p 616 This last monument is dated A Gr
445 A D 134 and as even the latest copy is not perfectly
accurate I may be excused for repeating it in this place

All METICTCO KEPAY
NICO YI1EP CCUTHPI
AC TPA AAPIANOY CEB
TOY KYPIOY ATA0ANl E sic
AOC ABIAHNOC THC AEKA
nOAEOC THN KAMAPAN l KO
AOMHCEN KAI THN KAINH sic
EE IAICON ANE0HKEN
ETOYC EMY MHNOC ACDOY

mp why vno pu bmb
j5S ttaruN Nttriin NnM

Postscript At the request of Professor Wright I add a
few notes on this interesting monument

It is cut from a block of white calcareous stone 20 inches
in height and 15 inches in width The breadth of the figure
across the shoulders is 12 inches with a similar height from
the shoulders to the base of the stone A space of about
6 inches square is covered by the inscription in three lines
of letters averaging about three quarters of an inch in height
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On the annexed plate below the figure itself is represented
the inscription on an enlarged scale but the extreme shal
lowness of the cutting of the letters has prevented a clearer
copy being taken

On the opposite side of the figure to the inscription will
be noticed an ornament It is difficult to say exactly what
this is intended to represent but the upper portion is pro
bably a mural crown around the base of which is a triple
wreath of leaves fastened in the centre with a buckle or
brooch The corona muralis was given by his commander to
the first man who scaled the wall of a besieged city The
wreath may perhaps also be a badge of distinction a kind
of corona triumphalis Beneath this again is a veil possibly
likewise a mark of distinction It was customary with the
Romans to place upon the head of the dead when carried
in the funeral procession any crown acquired during life
time and the ornaments on the present sculpture are no
doubt added to denote the distinctions acquired by the
deceased The figure wears both the inner and outer
tunic as well as the toga and as pointed out by Dr Birch
the davits latus is added although not of the usual form
This ornament said to have been introduced at Rome by
Tullus Hostilius after his conquest of the Etruscans was a
distinctive mark of the Senatorial order

W Harry Rylands

HARRISON AND SONS PRINTERS IN ORDINARY TO HER MAJESTY ST MARTIN S LANE
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